1. Ultradifferentiable function germs 1.1. Historical background. At the end of the XIXth century [5, 6] ,Émile Borel produced the first examples of sets E of infinitely differentiable functions on the real line, containing non-analytic functions, and such that any element f in E satisfies the implication (1) (f (j) (0) = 0, j = 0, 1, . . .) =⇒ (f = 0).
Borel's examples were typically given by restrictions to the real line of series of rational functions
where the poles z ν belong to C \ R and accumulate near the real axis, whereas the coefficients A ν tend sufficiently fast to 0.
Example 1.1.1. Here is a simplistic realization of such examples. Put z ν = i/ν and consider the set E of functions f defined by (2) , with the requirement lim |A ν | 1/ν < 1. Being given such a sequence (A ν ) ν≥1 , put Φ(ζ) = +∞ ν=1 νA ν ζ ν . Observe that Φ is holomorphic in a disc of radius strictly greater than 1, hence +∞ ν=1 ν j+1 |A ν | < ∞ for any integer j. It is then easy to see that f is a C ∞ function on the real line and that its derivatives at 0 are linear combinations of the derivatives of Φ at 1. These linear combinations are given by an invertible triangular matrix, which yields property (1) . One can also check that the series defining f converges to a holomorphic function on C \ ∆, where ∆ is the half-line {it, t ≥ 0}. If we assume A ν = 0 for every ν, this function cannot be extended to a neighborhood of 0 in C, hence f is not analytic in a neighborhood of 0 in R.
About a decade after Borel's discovery, other considerations led Jacques Hadamard to a decisive idea. Indeed, since the pioneering work of Holmgren on the heat equation, it was known that the solutions of certain partial differential equations are natural elements of classes of functions between analytic and C ∞ ones, defined by bounds on their successive derivatives (they are now well-known as Gevrey classes, after [22] ). Hadamard, in a communication to the Société Mathématique de France [23] , asked whether the implication (1) could also be characterized in terms of a growth condition on derivatives. As we shall see, the answer is essentially affirmative.
Indeed, if an element h of E n (M ) is such that h(0) = 0, then it is invertible in E n (M ), as can be seen by composition of f (x) = h(x)−h(0) and g(t) = (h(0)+t) −1 . Note that g belongs to O 1 , hence to E 1 (M ). Remark 1.3.1. Similar techniques can be used in the formal case, hence F n (M ) is a local ring as well.
Among other consequences of (6), we mention the implicit function theorem for E n (M ), see [27] . It should be remarked that stability under composition and the implicit function theorem hold, in fact, under slightly weaker assumptions, which are not the same for both results. In the same way, (6) could also be weakened in some of the properties described hereafter (for instance, the Denjoy-Carleman theorem), whereas other ones actually require the assumption. We do not consider these issues, since we favor a unified treatment.
On the Borel map
2.1. Injectivity vs. Surjectivity. The local ring E n (M ) is said to be quasianalytic if it does not contain flat germs. This amounts to saying that the Borel map T 0 : E n (M ) −→ F n (M ) is injective. Quasianalyticity is characterized by the famous Denjoy-Carleman theorem 2 , which was proved in several steps between 1921 and 1923 [8, 10, 20] . In our language, it can be stated as follows.
Theorem 1. The local ring E n (M ) is quasianalytic if and only if
Contemporary proofs of the theorem can be found in many places, see for instance [24, 25, 28, 39] (note that it is easy to reduce the problem to the case n = 1 treated in all these references). The following result, which is essentially a restatement of another theorem of Carleman [9, 11] , provides an important additional information.
It is then natural to ask for a characterization of surjectivity. In other words, when is there a Borel extension theorem from F n (M ) to E n (M )? As we shall see, non-quasianalyticity is not enough. Sufficient conditions were given by several authors (see the references in [33] ), but a complete solution of problem was finally obtained by Petzsche 3 [33] in 1988.
is surjective if and only if there exists a constant C such that
Condition (9) is known as the strong non-quasianalyticity condition. If simple non-quasianalyticity is merely assumed, it is only possible to recover extensions with a loss of regularity, that is, from F n (M ) to E n (M ′ ) for some other (larger) sequence M ′ suitably related to M . See for instance [40] and the references therein.
Example 2.1.1. Let α be a real number, with α > 0. Put M j = (Log(j+e)) αj . Then E n (M ) is quasianalytic for 0 < α ≤ 1 and non-quasianalytic (but not strongly) for α > 1.
Example 2.1.2. Let α be a real number, with α > 0. Put M j = (j!) α . Then E n (M ) is strongly non-quasianalytic. This is the Gevrey G 1+α regularity well-known in PDE theory.
Example 2.1.3. Let q be a real number, with q > 1. Put M j = q j 2 . Then E n (M ) is strongly non-quasianalytic. This is the q-Gevrey regularity arising in the study of difference equations.
2.2. Pathologies. Theorem 2 indicates an inherent difficulty of the quasianalytic case. In fact, no useable description of T 0 E n (M ) in F n (M ) is currently known. Thus, in this situation, computations on Taylor series do not say much on the germs themselves. Another striking phenomenon appears in the following theorem of Szolem Mandelbrojt [30] .
Theorem 4. Let f be an element of E n . Then there exist quasianalytic local rings E n (M ) and E n (N ) (both depending on f ) such that f = g + h with g ∈ E n (M ) and h ∈ E n (N ).
Note that Mandelbrojt's original proof does not provide the requirement (6) that we use throughout the paper. A proof taking this additional feature into account can be found in [37] , where theorem 4 is used to show that there is no largest o-minimal expansion of the real field.
2.3.
Equivalence and stability properties. We discuss here a characterization of the inclusion E n (M ) ⊆ E n (M ′ ) by a condition on the sequences M and
The converse implication is clear in the formal case: it suffices to write that the series
This argument does not work in the case of germs, since there is no reason why F should be the Taylor series of some element f of E n (M ) (remember that T 0 is generally not surjective). Fortunately, E n (M ) contains functions with sufficiently large derivatives, as shown by the following variant of classical results of Henri Cartan [12] and Szolem Mandelbrojt [13] .
Proof. We use a construction originating in the beautiful work of Thøger Bang [1] . Put M j = j!M j and m j = M j+1 /M j . The logarithmic convexity of M implies that (M j ) j≥1 is also logarithmically convex, hence (m j ) j≥1 increases. Discussing separately the cases j ≤ ν and j > ν, it is easy to obtain the estimate
It is then not difficult to check that the function θ defined by
has all the required properties.
Theorem 5 shows that we have
by M j and M j by 1, we get the following result.
Remark now that the first order derivatives of the elements of E n (M ) belong to 
Remark 2.3.1. In this case, it not difficult to check that the ideal maximal m M is generated by the coordinate functions x 1 , . . . , x n .
3. The Weierstrass division property
n where u is a unit in R 1 . Being given such a ϕ, say that Weierstrass division holds in R n for the divisor ϕ if, for any element f of R n , one can find g in R n and h 0 , . . . , h d−1 in R n−1 such that
Say, more generally, that R n has the Weierstrass division property if Weierstrass division holds for any divisor which is regular to some order with respect to x n . The following statement summarizes several famous results.
Theorem 6. The rings O n , F n and E n have the Weierstrass division property.
The case of O n and F n is classical
4
. The statement for E n is a famous result of Malgrange [29] , answering a question of René Thom
5
. The most basic fact in the case of E n (M ) and F n (M ) can be stated as follows. Note that it does not depend, in any way, on quasianalyticity properties. Proposition 2. Assume O n E n (M ). Then the rings E n (M ) and F n (M ) do not have the Weierstrass division property.
Proof. We can assume n = 2, (x 1 , x 2 ) = (x, y). Consider the case of germs first. Put ϕ(x, y) = y 2 + x. Then ϕ is regular of order 2 with respect to y. Put f (x, y) = θ(y), where θ comes from the statement of theorem 5. We claim that in any C ∞ division identity f (x, y) = ϕ(x, y)g(x, y) + yh 1 (x) + h 0 (x), the germ h 0 cannot belong to E 1 (M ). Indeed, putting x = −y 2 , we get θ(y) = yh 1 (−y 2 ) + h 0 (−y 2 ). Thus, h 0 (−y 2 ) is the even part of θ(y). We derive
and, by corollary 1, the non-analyticity assumption yields sup
This shows that T 0 h 0 does not belong to F 1 (M ), hence h 0 does not belong to E 1 (M ). The same argument also works in the formal case. 4 Interestingly enough, it seems that the division property does not appear explicitly in the work of Weierstrass: see, in [21] , the historical account of contributions by Stickelberger, Späth, Rückert.
5 Quite different proofs were later given by Lojasiewicz, Mather, Nirenberg. See [44] , Chapitre IX, and the references therein.
Remark 3.1.1. The preceding proof relies on a loss of regularity between f and the remainder term h 0 . In sufficiently regular classes, it is actually possible to write division results with a loss of regularity that is controlled by the order, see [15] .
3.2.
A positive result in the formal case. Say that a formal power series F = J∈N n F J x J is strictly regular of order d (or d-regular ) with respect to x n if it satisfies F (0,...,0,d) = 0 and F J = 0 for j < d, where j denotes the length of J, as everywhere in the paper.
Example 3.2.1. Put n = 2, (x 1 , x 2 ) = (x, y). Then y 2 + x is not strictly regular with respect to y, whereas y 2 + x 2 is strictly regular of order 2.
Remark 3.2.2. It is not difficult to show that any non-zero formal power series can be made strictly regular after a linear change of variables.
The following theorem is due to Chaumat and Chollet [16] .
Theorem 7. The following properties are equivalent:
The implication (ii) =⇒ (iii) follows the inductive scheme which is classically used to derive the noetherianity of O n or F n from theorem 6, see e.g. [21] . The difficulty of the result lies in the other implications. Note that Mouze gave a much simpler proof of (i) =⇒ (ii) in an appendix of his doctoral thesis [32] .
3.3.
The case of non-quasianalytic germs. As we have seen in proposition 2, E n (M ) does not have the general Weierstrass division property. It is thus natural to ask whether division is possible for suitable divisors, as this is the case for F n (M ). In non-quasianalytic situations, there are actually some (rather particular) results.
Say that the logarithmically convex sequence M is strongly regular if it satisfies the strong non-quasianalyticity condition (9) and the moderate growth condition (10) sup
Condition (10) is obviously stronger than the condition of stability under derivation given in corollary 2. It has an interpretation in terms of stability under the action of ultradifferential operators [26] . A typical example of strongly regular sequence is given by the Gevrey sequences M j = j! α with α > 0. On the contrary, the q-Gevrey sequence M j = q j 2 with q > 1 does not satisfy the moderate growth condition, hence is not strongly regular (the corresponding ring E n (M ) is merely stable under derivation and strongly non-quasianalytic).
As mentioned in remark 3.1.1, in strongly regular classes, there is a fairly general Weierstrass division theorem with a loss of regularity controlled by the order [15] . Since this is not really our topic, we shall not write the corresponding statement. We rather state and comment hereafter an example of division without loss of regularity.
Proposition 3. Assume that M is strongly regular and let ϕ be a real-analytic function germ satisfying the following assumptions: (i) the germ ϕ has an isolated real zero at the origin, (ii) the complex zero set of ϕ and the set R n are 1-regularly separated in the sense of Lojasiewicz. Then Weierstrass division holds in E n (M ) for the divisor ϕ.
This proposition can be derived, as an exercise, from theorems 3, 7 and 12 of the present notes. In order to explain the meaning of (ii), we recall a few facts about regular separation. Let ϕ be a real analytic function germ. Denote by Z ϕ the zero set of the natural complexification of ϕ. This is a germ of complex analytic set. Denote by X ϕ the real zero set of ϕ, that is, Z ϕ ∩ R n (we always view R n as a totally real subset of C n in the natural way). Denote by T the set of real numbers for which one can find a constant c > 0 such that the inequality dist(x, Z ϕ ) ≥ c dist(x, X ϕ ) τ holds for any x in a neighborhood of 0 in R n . Then T is non-void [4] , and bounded below by 1. The number τ (ϕ) = inf T is called the Lojasiewicz exponent for the regular separation between Z ϕ and R n . As shown in [4] , the exponent τ (ϕ) is rational and it belongs to T .
In proposition 3, we have X ϕ = {0}. Assumption (ii) simply means that τ (ϕ) = 1. Geometrically, that is to say that Z ϕ \ {0} lies outside a conical neighborhood of R n \ {0} in C n .
Example 3.3.1. Put n = 2, (x 1 , x 2 ) = (x, y). According to proposition 3, if the sequence M is strongly regular, Weierstrass division holds in E 2 (M ) for the divisor ϕ(x, y) = y 2 + x 2 . Quite surprisingly, this is no longer true in the quasianalytic case, as we shall see now.
3.4. The quasianalytic case. In this case, there is a complete solution of the division problem in the typical situation of distinguished polynomials
with a j ∈ E n−1 (M ) and a j (0) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , d. Say that ϕ is hyperbolic if there exists a neighborhood U of 0 in R n−1 such that for any x ′ ∈ U , all the roots of ϕ(x ′ , ·) are real. The following theorem is due to Childress [14] .
Theorem 8. Assume that the local ring E n (M ) is quasianalytic, with O n E n (M ), and that Weierstrass division holds in E n (M ) for a divisor ϕ as in (11) . Then ϕ is hyperbolic.
In particular, as announced in example 3.3.1, we see that in the quasi-analytic case, Weierstrass division does not hold in E 2 (M ) for the divisor ϕ(x, y) = y 2 + x 2 . On the positive side, we have the following result, due to Chaumat and Chollet [17] . Theorem 9. Assume that E n (M ) is stable under derivation (either quasianalytic or not). Let ϕ be a hyperbolic polynomial as defined above. Then Weierstrass division holds in E n (M ) for the divisor ϕ.
Gathering theorem 8 and 9, we get the following necessary and sufficient condition.
Corollary 3.
Assume that E n (M ) is quasianalytic, stable under derivation, and O n E n (M ). Let ϕ be a distinguished polynomial as in (11) . Then Weierstrass division holds in E n (M ) for the divisor ϕ if and only if ϕ is hyperbolic.
3.5.
A proof of theorem 8. We shall present a complete proof of theorem 8. We do not pretend any originality: all the arguments come from [14] and [17] . However, we think they are worth being reproduced here, since they are quite typical of our topic. This is also an opportunity to introduce additional material that will be used later.
3.5.1. Topological prerequisites. Let ν and σ be two integers, with ν ≥ 1 and σ ≥ 1.
It is easy to check that E n,σ (M, ν) is a Banach space. For ν ′ > ν and σ ′ > σ, we have a commutative diagram
where the horizontal arrows are given by the natural restriction maps, and the vertical arrows by canonical injections. The quasianalyticity assumption implies that the restriction maps are injective. The canonical injections are known to be compact maps, as a consequence of Ascoli's theorem (see [26] , or [7] in the Gevrey case). Put σ = ν, σ ′ = ν ′ = ν + 1 and E ν = E n,ν (M, ν). Note that we have E n (M ) = ν≥1 E ν as a set. From the considerations above, we get a compact injection E ν −→ E ν+1 . Thus, E n (M ) is a Silva space for the corresponding inductive topology.
We shall not enumerate the properties of Silva spaces. The interested reader will find more information in a very readable form in [21] , Kapitel I, §7-8. One should also refer to [31] , chapters 24 and 25, for more general situations.
3.5.2. Scheme of the proof. It proceeds by reductio ad absurdum. We assume that (i) Weierstrass division holds in E n (M ) for the divisor ϕ, (ii) the polynomial ϕ is not hyperbolic, and we look for a contradiction in two steps. Assumption (i) will be used in the first step, assumption (ii) in the second.
First step. Consider the map
. It is not difficult to check that A is a linear continuous operator between the product of Silva spaces
d and the Silva space E n (M ). Moreover, it is known that the quotient and the remainder of any Weierstrass division identity in F n are unique. This, together with the quasianalyticity of E n (M ), implies that A is injective. It is also surjective by assumption (i) of 3.5.2. Thus, by the open mapping theorem in the Grothendieck version ( [31] , theorem 24.30 and remark 24.36), the map A is a topological isomorphism. The continuity of A −1 can be written as follows: for any ν ≥ 1, there exist an integer λ ν ≥ 1 and a real constant C ν > 0 such that
which means that any f in E ν can be written
, with the a priori estimates (12) g λν ≤ C ν f ν and h j λν ≤ C ν f ν for j = 0, . . . , d − 1.
3.5.4. Second step. We now use an argument due to Chaumat and Chollet [17] , which is simpler than the original proof of Childress. Consider any one-variable polynomial P in C[z], and write the euclidean division of P by the generic polynomial of degree d, that is, by
Both terms G(µ, z) and H(µ, z) are polynomials in C[z] with coefficients depending on P and µ. Now, for any x ′ in a sufficiently small neighborhood of 0 in
, where the a j 's are the coefficients of ϕ in (11) .
Now, write the Weierstrass division property for the function f given by f (x ′ , x n ) = P (x n ). For x in I n λν , we have
From (14), (15) (14) and (16), we derive
The a priori estimates (12) then yield
For any x n in I ν , we majorize |P (j) (x n )| by means of the Cauchy formula used on the disc of center x n and radius |ℑz 0 |/2. This yields (19) 
Put now
We claim that D ν is finite. This is actually a consequence of the assumption O n E n (M ): indeed, we have sup j≥0 M 1/j = ∞ by corollary 1. The logarithmic convexity of M implies that (M j ) 1/j increases, thus we have in fact lim(M j ) 1/j = ∞, hence the claim. Define now (18) and (19), we obtain
But this is impossible, as can be seen in the following way. Put K = W ∪ {z 0 }. Then K is a compact subset of C and C \ K is connected. Thanks to Runge's approximation theorem ( [36] , chapter 12), we can construct a sequence of polynomials (P k ) k≥1 such that lim k→∞ P k (z 0 ) = 1 and lim k→∞ sup W |P k | = 0. Obviously, this contradicts (20) . The proof is complete.
An open problem
It is well-known that the rings O n and F n are noetherian: this is easy to see for n = 1, and the proof for higher dimensions goes by induction, via the Weierstrass division theorem [21] . It is also clear that E n is not noetherian: indeed, if m denotes its maximal ideal, we have k≥1 m k = {0}, since this intersection contains all flat germs. Thus, the ring E n does not satisfy the conclusion of Krull's intersection theorem (for which we refer to [21] , Anhang, §2). The same argument shows that in the non-quasianalytic case, the ring E n (M ) is not noetherian. On the positive side, we have learned from theorem 7 that F n (M ) is noetherian if and only if it is stable under derivation. We are thus led to the following natural question: Problem 1. Assume that the ring E n (M ) is quasianalytic, stable under derivation, and that O n E n (M ). Is it then a noetherian ring?
The failure of Weierstrass division described in theorem 8 shows that it is not possible to mimic the classical proof of the noetherianity of O n or F n . This is not enough to say that noetherianity fails, however. Problem 1 is, as of june 2005, still open. It is obviously an important question, since noetherianity has a number of algebraic and geometric consequences. In what follows, we suggest a few possible, albeit so far inconclusive, directions to study the problem.
4.1.
Flatness. In the quasianalytic case, the Borel map T 0 embeds E n (M ) as a subring of the ring F n of all formal power series, and an element of T 0 E n (M ) is invertible in T 0 E n (M ) if and only if it is invertible in F n . The noetherianity of such a subring of F n can be reduced to the study of a flatness property of modules 6 by means of the following lemma. Lemma 1. Let C n be a local subring of F n containing O n . Assume that the maximal ideal of C n coïncides withm ∩ C n , wherem denotes the maximal ideal of F n . Then C n is noetherian if and only if F n is a flat C n -module.
Proof. Necessity can be obtained as follows. The assumption on maximal ideals ensures that the Krull topology of C n is induced by the Krull topology of F n . Therefore, considering the inclusion O n ⊆ C n ⊆ F n and taking Krull completions, we get C n = F n . Now, it is known that the Krull completion of a noetherian ring is (faithfully) flat over it: see e.g. [29] , chapter III. The proof of sufficiency is much more elementary; we include it for the reader's convenience. First, a basic exercise yields the following variation on the usual definition of noetherianity: C n is noetherian if and only if any increasing sequence of finitely generated ideals I 0 ⊆ I 1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ I j ⊆ I j+1 ⊆ · · · of C n stabilizes. Now, assume that F n is flat over C n and consider such a sequence. Denote by a
pj a system of generators of I j . The sequence of ideals I j F n increases in the noetherian ring F n , hence there exists an integer j 0 ≥ 0 such that I j F n = I j0 F n for any j ≥ j 0 . In particular, for any j ≥ j 0 and any k = 1, . . . , p j , we have a
for some suitable elements f Recall that a module M over a ring R is said to be flat if, for any ideal I of R, the natural map I ⊗ R M → M is injective. We refer the reader to [29] for more details and equivalent formulations. coefficients r qi in C n . The identity implies 1 = m q=1 g q r q1 , so that, for at least one index q, the coefficient r q1 must be invertible in F n , hence in C n by the assumption on maximal ideals. The relation r q1 a
belongs to I j0 . This yields I j = I j0 for j ≥ j 0 , hence the noetherianity.
The preceding lemma insists on the algebraic flavor of problem 1. Now, we will rather relate it to considerations of analysis.
4.2.
Closedness. The following result is folklore. We include a proof for the reader's convenience.
Lemma 2. Let C n be a local subring of F n whose maximal ideal coïncides witĥ m ∩ C n , wherem denotes the maximal ideal of F n . Assume that C n is also a topological vector space and that the inclusion C n −→ F n is continuous for the product topology 7 on F n . If the ring C n is noetherian, then all its ideals are closed.
Proof. For any integer k ≥ 0, denote by P n,k the vector space of polynomials of degree at most k in x 1 , . . . , x n . Consider the truncation map R k : C n −→ P n,k which, to any element of C n , associates its terms of degree at most k. This map is continuous for the topology induced on C n by the product topology of F n , hence for the (finer) topology of C n . Now let I be an ideal of C n . Then R k (I) is a vector subspace of the finite-dimensional space P n,k , hence closed therein. The continuity of R k implies that (
, where m is the maximal ideal of C n : this is a consequence of the assumption m =m ∩ C n . If C n is noetherian, we have I = k≥0 (I + m k+1 ) by Krull's intersection theorem, and I is therefore closed.
Consider a quasianalytic local ring E n (M ), endowed with the Silva space topology described in the prerequisites 3.5.1. Each linear map f −→ D J f (0) is continuous on E n (M ), since we have obviously |D J f (0)| ≤ f ν ν j j!M j for any integer ν ≥ 1 and any element f of E ν . Thus, E n (M ) can be identified, via the Borel map T 0 , with a local subring C n of F n satisfying the assumptions of lemma 2. The existence of a non-closed ideal in E n (M ) would then show that E n (M ) is not noetherian. We do not know whether such ideals exist, although some clues make the conjecture plausible, as explained in the next section.
On closed ideals
5.1. A notion of closedness. As we have just seen, there is a strong motivation to study closed ideals in local rings E n (M ). We have to be careful about the notion of closedness that should be considered: indeed, the topological prerequisites 3.5.1 do not extend to the non-quasianalytic case, since the restriction maps E n,σ (M, ν) −→ E n,σ (M, ν ′ ) are no longer injective in this situation. We shall be interested in the typical case of principal ideals I = ϕE n (M ) generated by a real-analytic function germ ϕ. A good historical reason to study this case lies in the famous result of Stanis law Lojasiewicz on the division of distributions, which can be stated as follows. Let ϕ be an analytic function in a open subset U of R n . Then, for any distribution T on U , there exists a distribution S on U such that T = ϕS. By duality, this amounts to saying that the ideal ϕC ∞ (U ) is closed for the usual Fréchet topology on C ∞ (U ). For the details, we refer to [29] and the references therein 8 . 7 That is, the topology of simple convergence of coefficients. 8 Alternatively, a quick and elementary introduction to this circle of ideas can be found in a recent introductory paper of Malgrange, freely downloadable from the website http://www.math.polytechnique.fr/xups/vol03.html Now, for a given integer ν ≥ 1, consider the Banach spaces E n,σ (M, ν) defined in 3.5.1. Recall that the canonical injection E n,σ (M, ν) ֒→ E n,σ ′ (M, ν) is compact for σ ′ > σ. Therefore, the union E n (M, ν) = σ≥1 E n,σ (M, ν) of these Banach spaces, endowed with the inductive topology, is a Silva space. For ν large enough, ϕ is analytic in I n ν and we can consider the ideal I(ν) = ϕE n (M, ν). We shall say that I is closed if every element of the closure of I(ν) in the Silva space E n (M, ν) defines a germ belonging to I.
Remark 5.1.1. Consider a sequence of (U ν ) ν≥1 of open neighborhoods of 0 such that U ν ⊆ U ν+1 and ν≥1 U ν = {0}. The preceding definition does not change if the cube I n ν is replaced by U ν in the definition of the Banach spaces E n,σ (M, ν). Remark 5.1.2. Assume that E n (M ) is quasianalytic. If the ideal I = ϕE n (M ) is closed for the Silva space topology defined in the prerequisites 3.5.1, then it is also closed in the above sense. Indeed, the injection ι ν : E n (M, ν) −→ E n (M ) is continuous, thus ι Remark 5.1.3. From the preceding remark and from the considerations in subsection 4.2, we see that the noetherianity of quasianalytic local rings E n (M ) would imply the closedness of the ideal ϕE n (M ) for any given real-analytic function germ ϕ. Now, our main concern will be to describe closedness conditions for the ideal I = ϕE n (M ) in terms of geometric or algebraic features of ϕ.
5.2.
The quasianalytic case. In this case, not much is known about the closedness properties of ideals I as above. As already mentioned, we do not know an example of a non-closed ideal (as recalled in remark 5.1.3, this would prove that E n (M ) fails to be noetherian). But it is also difficult to give non-trivial examples of generators ϕ for which I is known to be closed. The following statement essentially summarizes the current knowledge on the question. Note that it is, in fact, not specific to quasianalytic situations! Theorem 10. Assume that the local ring E n (M ) is stable under derivation (either quasianalytic or not). Let ϕ be a real-analytic germ at the origin of R n . The ideal I = ϕE n (M ) is closed in each of the following cases: (i) the generator ϕ is a monomial, (ii) the generator ϕ is a homogeneous polynomial with an isolated real critical point at the origin, (iii) the generator ϕ is a hyperbolic polynomial (as defined in subsection 3.4).
Case (i) is just an exercise: assuming ϕ(x) = x J for some multi-index J, one checks that any function f belonging to the closure of
, where g(x) is given by the Taylor formula with integral remainder. This expression involves a derivative of f ; using the stability of E n (M ) under derivation, it is then easy to get the desired estimates.
Case (ii) is much more complicated. The result appeared in [43] and provided the first non-trivial examples of closed principal ideals in the quasianalytic setting.
Finally, case (iii) derives from theorem 9 in the same way as its C ∞ analogue, which can be found 9 in [44] , chapter V, remark 4.7.
9 We briefly recall the argument for the reader's convenience: if f belongs to the closure of ϕEn(M, ν) in En(M, ν), then we have f (x ′ , xn) = 0 whenever ϕ(x ′ , xn) = 0, because the evaluation maps are continuous for the topology under consideration. Moreover, by a classical argument, for any neighborhood W of 0 in R n−1 × C, there is a neighborhood U (resp. V ) of 0 in R n−1 (resp. C) satisfying U × V ⊆ W and such that for any x ′ ∈ U , the polynomial ϕ(x ′ , ·) has d roots in V .
In general, it is natural to ask whether the closedness of ϕE n (M ) can be related to the validity of Weierstrass division by ϕ, as can be suggested by case (iii) above. This is not so simple, as shown by the following example.
Example 5.2.1. Put n = 2, (x 1 , x 2 ) = (x, y) and ϕ(x, y) = y 2 + x 2 . Assume that E 2 (M ) is stable under derivation. Case (ii) of theorem 10 shows that the ideal generated by ϕ in E 2 (M ) is closed. However, if E 2 (M ) is quasianalytic, we know from subsection 3.4 that Weierstrass division does not hold in E 2 (M ) for the divisor ϕ.
Remark 5.2.2. Although ϕ(x, y) = y 2 + x 2 seems to be particularly simple, the preceding example is far from being trivial! By comparison, put ψ(x, y) = y 2 + x 4 . Then, in the quasianalytic case, we do not know whether ψE 2 (M ) is closed. One should keep in mind that, in sufficiently regular non-quasianalytic situations, ϕE 2 (M ) is closed, whereas ψE 2 (M ) is not, as we shall see in example 5.3.1 below.
5.3. The strongly regular case. We study now the case of strongly regular sequences, as defined in subsection 3.3. Of course, this non-quasianalytic situation is somewhat beyond the limits of our discussion. However, in this case, there are specific results giving an interesting insight on the role of geometry in closedness properties. Whitney's spectral theorem for ultradifferentiable classes is a key step towards these results. This theorem, established in [16] , can be described as follows. For any integer ν ≥ 1 and any point a in I n ν , denote by T a the Borel map at a, that is, the map T a : . Recall, from subsection 3.3, that τ (ϕ) denotes the Lojasiewicz exponent for the regular separation between the complex zero set of ϕ and R n . The following theorem appeared in [41] in the case n = 2, and in [42] for the general case.
Theorem 12. Assume that the sequence M is strongly regular and that the realanalytic germ ϕ has an isolated real zero at the origin. Let s be a real number, with s ≥ 1. Then we have the inclusion m
Together with corollary 4, theorem 12 yields a closedness result.
Corollary 5. Assume that the sequence M is strongly regular and that the realanalytic germ ϕ has an isolated real zero at the origin. Then the ideal I = ϕE n (M ) is closed if and only if τ (ϕ) = 1.
The hyperbolicity assumption implies that all these roots are real. Now, by theorem 9, we have the division identity f = ϕg + h where g belongs to En(M ) and h is a polynomial of degree at most
. Choosing W small enough, we see that for any x ′ in U , the polynomial h(x ′ , ·) has d roots. We have therefore h = 0, hence f = ϕg with g ∈ En(M ).
Example 5.3.1. Put n = 2, (x 1 , x 2 ) = (x, y). For a given integer k ≥ 1, put ϕ(x, y) = y 2 + x 2k . Then τ (ϕ) = k, hence the ideal generated by in a strongly regular local ring E 2 (M ) is closed if and only if k = 1.
Example 5.3.2. The "only if" part of theorem 12 can be illustrated as follows. As in example 5.3.1, put n = 2, (x 1 , x 2 ) = (x, y) and ϕ(x, y) = y 2 + x 2k . Consider a Gevrey sequence M j = j! α with α > 0 and the smooth function h defined on R 2 by h(x, y) = exp(−|x| −1/α ) for x = 0 and h(0, y) = 0. The fact that h defines an element of m ∞ M is classical 10 . We claim, however, that h does not belong to ϕE 2 (M s ) for s < k. Indeed, consider the C ∞ function g = h/ϕ. For 0 ≤ |y| < x 2k , we have the expansion g(x, y) = j≥0 (−1)
for some suitable constant C > 0 and for any integer j ≥ 1. The claim readily follows.
The result stated in corollary 5 requires a rather restrictive a priori assumption on the real zero set of ϕ. It turns out that everything becomes much more complicated if no such assumption is made. However, the problem is completely solved in two dimensions. We describe the solution hereafter.
Denote by ω(v) the order of any non-zero element v of O 1 , that is, the smallest degree of the monomials in the power series expansion of v. We put ω(0) = ∞. Now, put n = 2, (x 1 , x 2 ) = (x, y), and consider a non-zero element ϕ of O 2 . After a real linear change of coordinates, we can assume that the complex zero set of ϕ is not tangent to the y-axis. Using Puiseux's theorem, we can then write
where m and the n j 's are integers with m ≥ 1 and n j ≥ 1, the germ u is a unit in Denote by I ′ the set of those elements of E 2 (M ) which are the germ of an element of I(ν) for some ν ≥ 1. The following result can be found in [42] . The theorem has an obvious corollary.
Corollary 6. Assume that n = 2 and that the sequence M is strongly regular. Then the ideal I = ϕE 2 (M ) is closed if and only if d(ϕ) = 1. 10 In order to majorize the derivatives of h at (x, y), with x = 0, one uses the Cauchy formula on a disk centered at x with radius δ|x| for some sufficiently small δ (depending on α). This yields a bound of the form A j j!|x| −j exp(−A/|x| −1/α ) for the derivatives of order j. It is then enough to write |x| −j = B j j! α (B|x|) −j/α /j! α ≤ B j j! α exp α(B|x|) −1/α with B = (α/A) α .
Remark 5.3.4. As explained in [42] , when ϕ has an isolated real zero at 0 in R 2 , the number d(ϕ) coincides with the Lojasiewicz exponent τ (ϕ) for the regular separation between the complex zeros of ϕ and R 2 . Thus, in this particular case, corollary 6 agrees (as one could hope!) with corollary 5. However, for general zero sets, we only have τ (ϕ) ≤ d(ϕ), and the inequality can happen to be strict: see [42] , example 1.5 (iv). This shows that the Lojasiewicz exponent τ (ϕ) is not the appropriate candidate for a complete understanding of the problem. One should rather look for an extension of d(ϕ) to higher dimensions, which seems quite difficult.
A glimpse at other results
After the strongly non-quasianalytic considerations of subsection 5.3, let us come back to the quasianalytic case. Although we cannot pretend to give here a complete picture of the subject, it is nonetheless necessary to say a few words about an important addition to the theory, namely resolution of singularities, for which we refer the reader to the recent articles of Bierstone and Milman [3] or Rolin, Speissegger and Wilkie [37] . Once such a powerful tool is available, many applications arise. For instance, although we do not know whether quasianalytic rings E n (M ) are noetherian, they satisfy a weaker property of topological noetherianity. This property involves M -quasianalytic sets, whose definition is a straightforward extension of the analytic case
11
. The result can be stated as follows.
Theorem 14.
Assume that the quasianalytic local ring E n (M ) is stable under derivation. Then any decreasing sequence X 0 ⊇ X 1 ⊇ X 2 ⊇ · · · of M -quasianalytic subsets of R n stabilizes in some neighborhood of a given compact set.
Resolution of singularities also provides a curve selecting lemma and, just as in the analytic case (see e.g. [4] ), Lojasiewicz inequalities can then be obtained as an application of curve selection.
Theorem 15. Assume that the quasianalytic local ring E n (M ) is stable under derivation, and let f and g be two elements of E n (M ) with g −1 ({0}) ⊆ f −1 ({0}). Then there exist positive constants C > 0 and α ≥ 1 such that |g(x)| ≥ C|f (x)| α for any x in a neighborhood of 0.
Among other recent developments on quasianalyticity from the geometric viewpoint, we mention, finally, interesting connections with pluripotential theory [18, 19, 34, 35] , some of them being closely related to the aforementioned desingularization results.
